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East Iowa Plastics: "Where Great Ideas are Formed"

Haven’t found what you are looking for?
East Iowa Plastics is a diversified, custom plastics processor. We specialize in prototyping, design, fabrication and finishing of
thermoformed and injection molded products. We also prototype products for other forms of manufacturing. We serve clients,
large and small, in consumer and industrial markets.
Our manufacturing process includes the use of several types of plastic: high impact polystyrene (HIPS), high and low density
polyethylene, high molecular weight polyethylene, ABS, co-extruded ABS and HIPS with an acrylic KORAD cap sheet stock, and
polycarbonate, to name a few. We are capable of forming thin to thick gauge parts and are currently forming parts with a starting
gauge of .350" and a 5.1 draw ratio.
East Iowa Plastics maintains a production facility of 30,000 square feet, with a 15,000 square feet warehouse with shipping and
receiving. We provide three shifts of production employees on a seven day a week basis. Our capabilities range from prototypes
and low volume runs, to unlimited large volume runs; from simple to complex, and small to large parts. Fabricating operations
include trim presses, hand routing, CNC routing, punching, sonic welding, solvent welding and additional assembling and
finishing stations.
Quality workmanship is important to our company in all our products. East Iowa Plastics constantly examines the process, as well
as material selection, molding, testing, and custom designed packaging for transporting the finished product. Statistical Process
Control (SPC) has become an important part of normal production to facilitate high standards of achievement through the entire
manufacturing process.
Our dedicated staff provides customers with the highest quality products when they need them, and at the lowest possible cost.
EDI capability and a manifest shipping system allows communication with our customers to meet individual shipping needs. We
negotiate the best possible rates with local transport companies, discounts being in excess of 60% for some carriers. It's important
every customer have confidence in both our product and our service. At East Iowa Plastics, we are committed to manufacturing
quality products, which enable our customers, as well as ourselves, to meet the challenges of an increasingly competitive marketplace.
Join us at booth B5717 to view examples of our Custom Thermoforming., as well as our PAKSTER™ poultry products.
might also want to visit our website: www.eastiowaplastics.com.
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